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Western Lake Superior Sanitary District is rehabilitating nearly one mile of
Western Lake Superior Sanitary District is rehabilitating almost one mile of
30-inch concrete sewer pipe that carries dirty water from the far eastern
30” concrete sewer pipe that carries dirty water from the far eastern
portion of the sewer system to the WLSSD treatment plant in Lincoln Park.
portion of the sewer system to the WLSSD treatment plant in Lincoln Park.
The project begins on May 11 and will take about 6 weeks to complete.
The project will increase the longevity of the pipeline and ensure reliable
The project will increase the longevity of the pipeline and ensure reliable
sewer service continues into the future. The project area is shown on the
sewer service continues into the future. The project area is shown on the
map (below).
map below.
WLSSD will use a method called cured-in-place pipe for this project. This
WLSSD will use a method called cured-in-place pipe for this project. This
method is reliable, but is much less disruptive. (See description on right).
method is reliable, but is much less disruptive. (See description on right).
WLSSD routinely monitors the condition of pipelines to ensure reliable
WLSSD routinely monitors the condition of pipelines to ensure reliable
services. This project is a planned repair within WLSSD’s Interceptor
services. This project is a planned repair within WLSSD’s Interceptor
Rehabilitation and Reliability program.
Rehabilitation and Reliability program.
Your sewer service will not be interrupted during this project. There will
Your sewer service will not be interrupted during this project. There will
be some road and parking lane closures during the project.
be some road and parking lane closures during the project.

Cured-in-place pipe
Cured-in-place pipe is a
method used to repair
and rehabilitate existing
pipelines. It is a seamless
pipe-within-a-pipe that is
inserted at access points
(like manholes) and
requires little to no digging.
A resin-soaked liner is inserted into the existing pipe and
hot water or steam is used to cure the resin to the pipe,
and forms a tight-fitting, corrosion-resistant replacement
pipe.

Quick Facts:

Questions?
Dianne Mathews, PE
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218.740.4772

Karen Anderson
WLSSD Director of
Community Relations
218.740.4776

Construction activities will be noticeable
 Contractor vehicles, heavy equipment,
trucks and trailers will be present routinely
throughout the project, beginning May 11.
 Residents and visitors are asked to be
aware of construction activities and
exercise caution near the sites.
Construction will affect the surrounding area
 Trucks will be set up at existing manholes
to install the new pipe liner. Trucks and
associated equipment will be at each
manhole for about 24 hours in order to
install and cure the liner. Some noise is
likely from this activity.
 Temporary, short-term lane closures, road
closures and detours will occur within the
project area.
 A temporary pipeline will be installed along
the Lakewalk. It will cross sidewalks that
access the Lakewalk.
 While installing and removing the
temporary pipeline, 40th and 43rd avenues
will be closed for up to 2 days for each
closure. The avenues will be open during
the rest of the construction project.
 While every attempt will be made to
reduce the amount of odor that escapes
from the pipe, there will be periods where
odor is present. Occasionally, odor may also
be noticeable in the general project area.
See the back of this sheet for instructions
on how to reduce the possibility of odors in
your home during the project.
 Contractors will restore project locations to
existing conditions following project
completion.

How to prevent sewer odors in your home
Each drain line and plumbing fixture in your home includes a sewer trap in its drain system.
The sewer trap maintains a water barrier in your pipe and keeps sewer odors and sewer
gases out of your living areas. A dry or broken sewer trap can result in sewer odors entering
your home.
To ensure there is a water barrier in
your plumbing traps, pour one gallon
of water down all floor drains or
rarely used sinks, tubs and toilets.
If this does not prevent odors in
your home, then your trap may need
repair. You can instead, place
sealed plastic bags filled with water
over your drains to prevent the
backflow of odors until the drain can
be replaced or repaired.

This project is one component of WLSSD’s $2 million wastewater pipe maintenance
and lining projects for 2020.
Funding for these projects is provided through a loan from Minnesota’s Public Facilities Authority, made possible through
the Clean Water State Revolving Fund (CWSRF). CWSRF funds are provided through federal legislation, and passed on to
states by the U.S. EPA to fund wastewater infrastructure projects.

